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Abstract: National design guides provide essential guidance for the design of building drainage systems, which primarily ensure the basic objectives of preventing odor ingress and cross-transmission of disease through water-trap seal retention. Current building drainage system design guides only extend to buildings of 30 floors, while modern tall buildings frequently extend to over 100 floors, exceeding the predictive capability of current design guides in terms of operating system conditions. However, the same design guides are being used for tall buildings as would be used for low-rise buildings. A complicating factor is the historic roots of current design guides and standards (including the interpretation of the governing fluid mechanics principles and margins of safety), causing many design differences to exist for the same conditions internationally, such as minimum trap seal retention requirements, stack-to-vent cross-vent spacing, and even stack diameter. The design guides also differ in the size and scale of the systems they cover, and most make no allowance for the specific building drainage system requirements of tall buildings. This paper assesses the limitations of applying current building drainage system design guides when applied to the case of tall buildings. Primarily, the assessments used in this research are based on codes from Europe, the USA and Australia/New Zealand as representative of the most common approaches and from which many other codes and standards are derived. The numerical simulation model, AIRNET, was used as the analysis tool. Our findings confirm that current design guides, which have been out of date for a number of decades, are now in urgent need of updating as code-compliant systems have been shown to be susceptible to water-trap seal depletion, a risk to cross-transmission of disease, which is a major public health concern, particularly in view of the current COVID-19 pandemic.
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1. Introduction

National design guides provide essential guidance for the design of building drainage systems, which aim to ensure the safe removal of wastewater from the building appliances [1–5]. Discharged wastewater is a variable multiphase mixture of liquids, solids, and entrained air with significant odor and pathogenicity [6]. The safety and integrity of the system rely on functional water-trap seals to provide a barrier between the foul air within the system and the occupied space in order to safeguard against potential cross-transmission of disease. Ensuring system integrity requires careful design, and robust design guides, in order to avoid excessive water or airflow rates and the generation of air pressure transients, which may otherwise compromise the water-trap seal.

However, there are currently no design guides that cover the design of building drainage systems for tall buildings, nor is there sufficient underpinning science or understanding of how building drainage systems in tall buildings operate upon, which to base design guides. Furthermore, most current design guides available generally base system design on an over-simplified steady-state probabilistic approach that disregards...
the inherent unsteady, transient nature of discharging wastewater flow. Without adequate guidance, engineers and designers can only extrapolate the requirements and design methods for single-story and low-rise buildings (of around 20 stories) when designing building drainage systems for tall buildings. For example, UK design guides currently only mention 5, 10, and 20 story examples. While the height of the building does not necessarily affect the velocity of the wastewater falling in the vertical stack (due to the phenomenon of terminal velocity), there are significant other issues at play [7].

The historical development of international design guides and standards shows that many design parameters differ between them, such as required water-trap seal depth and cross-vent floor intervals. Discussions on design guide applications often involve anecdotal evidence or semantics rather than scientific evidence. The implications of applying current design guides to the design of building drainage systems for tall buildings are investigated in this paper. The methodology uses a numerical simulation model to assess the operational performance of four common system configurations based on the current UK design guide (BS EN 12056-2:2000) [2] for both a 10 story and 20 story building. The numerical simulation model allows the assessment of water-trap seal integrity in response to simulated unsteady and turbulent wastewater discharge.

1.1. The Growing Trend of Tall Buildings

The number of tall buildings being constructed around the world is growing rapidly, driven by the need for increased population density, efficiency, and restricted inner-city space. Tall buildings are usually defined as those more than 50 m (or about 14 floors). Buildings, which reach over 300 m (about 84 floors) are described as “supertall”, and those over 600 m (about 168 floors) are “megatall” [8]. In 2018, a total of 18 supertall buildings existed. By the end of 2019, this grew to almost two hundred buildings, with three of them being megatall. The number of supertall and megatall buildings is expected to grow each year, with an additional 126 supertall buildings due to be completed by 2025 [9].

1.2. Current Design Guides

The applied physics principles governing the gravity-driven flow of building drainage systems have been well described, from the early pre-19th century design developments to the more recent forensic failure analysis [10,11]. It is the advances made in the past two centuries that form the basis of our modern systems. The water-trap seal was invented in the UK in 1775 by Cummings (an engineer and watchmaker) [12], using a flushing WC originally invented by Harrington in the 17th century. In 1842, Edwin Chadwick published his “Report into the Sanitary Conditions of the Laboring Population of Great Britain” [13]. It was in the 1940s that Hunter [14] proposed a simplified, usable approach based on probability to derive the discharge unit method, and a variant of this is still in use today despite known shortcomings. Gormley [15] summarizes the innovation of safe and practical building drainage and plumbing from the 19th century onwards. In the UK and internationally, the research was still underpinned by exhaustive empirical steady-state experiments utilizing clean, cold, fresh water in clean pipes with no sedimentation or fouling. This legacy is evident in building drainage system design guidance today [16,17].

In addition to growing building heights, other factors such as the use of detergents and hotter discharging wastewater were growing without associated design guide upgrades, despite these factors significantly modifying the building drainage system performance. Investigations by Campbell and Gormley [16,17] have shown that the inclusion of detergents, and consideration of hotter water temperatures, cause divergence from design expectations by up to 40%, a finding which is still to be addressed in design guides and standards. These modifying factors on how the building drainage system operates also impact the main function of the system in safely transporting solid waste from the building [18,19]. The significant impacts on system performance by factors such as these highlights the additional implications of using outdated building drainage system design guidance. The more recent innovations in building drainage system design, such as air admittance valves (AAVs) [20]
and positive air pressure attenuators (PAPAs) [21], are now specifically mentioned in design guides in some jurisdictions.

The introduction of components with moving parts to alleviate pressure fluctuations in building drainage systems, such as AAVs and PAPAs, has led to a naming convention whereby these systems are said to have “active ventilation” and systems where air pressure fluctuations are alleviated by a collection of ventilation pipes only are said to be “passive ventilation” systems [7].

Although beyond the scope of this paper, it should also be noted that sedimentation in horizontal building drainage pipes has also been found to modify the depth and velocity of wastewater within the main drain pipes leaving the building, impacting solid transport capability and increasing the risk of system blockages [22].

1.3. Implications of Building Tall

The management of wastewater in tall buildings is a unique and complex issue. Basic building drainage system dynamics are now well established [10]. Building drainage systems reach a terminal velocity within two floors, with the formation of annular water flow and an entrained airflow core. Gravity is the only driving force, and all the water, air, and air-to-water frictional forces balance the gravity force, together producing the familiar pressure recovery curve shown in Figure 1, which also depicts the pressure effects on the water-trap seals. However, some studies [7,23], as well as anecdotal evidence, have shown special cases of anomalous results in the building drainage systems of tall buildings, which are difficult to account for.

![Figure 1. Pressure profile for a single-stack system with two active branches.](image)

All pressure phenomena in the air propagate at the local speed of sound, adequately approximated to 340 ms⁻¹. This is the speed at which a pressure change (transient) will propagate an appropriate air movement to or from the source. In the most extreme case of an event near the bottom of an open stack, a transient will travel to the open-top, reflect with opposite sign (−1 reflection coefficient) and travel back down again, giving rise to the
pipe period, $t_p$, which is the time taken for a generated transient to travel to a reflecting boundary and return to the source, defined by Equation (1):

$$t_p = \frac{2L}{c}$$

where $L$ is the pipe length and $c$ is the wave propagation speed. For example, in a supertall building, most national design guides will require stack pipe diameters of 100–150 mm, but with a wide range of recommended vent arrangements, depending on which guide is used. In this simplistic case, 125 floors and 125 mm diameter has a pipe period of around 3 s. If the transient comes from a toilet flush, the volume of air will only be a few liters. However, if the event is sustained and the entire stack carries an established airflow, around 4 m$^3$ of air will be entrained weighing around 5 kg, traveling at around 3 m s$^{-1}$ and representing appreciable kinetic energy: much greater than encountered in a high-rise building. With a pipe period of 3 s, events at either extreme of the stack may even unfold unaffected by each other: only after they have stopped will their transients interact and travel around the system reflecting from boundaries with $+1$ or $-1$ reflection coefficient and agitating traps on the journey.

Despite these obvious gaps in guidance, existing design guides have been refined through empirical adjustments over recent decades and are generally effective when observed and as long as building height does not exceed around 20 stories. The limited scope of current national design guides must all but prohibit their extrapolation for the design of building drainage systems for tall, supertall, and megatall buildings.

There are obvious implications for inappropriate building drainage system design in tall buildings; ranging from anecdotal evidence of frequently depleting water-traps seals, undesirable odors, alarming toilet trap excursions, and system noises; to more severe public health implications and their role in the cross-transmission of disease such SARS and COVID-19 [24–26]. These types of events are becoming more frequent with growing building height and inappropriate design guides, thereby requiring an urgent need for action.

2. Methods

To assess the impact of current design guides on building drainage system design for tall buildings, the numerical model, AIRNET, was used to simulate the operational performance of the building drainage system of a 10 story and 20 story building for four common system configurations based on the current UK design guide (BS EN 12056-2:2000). A 20 story building was selected as this is the current upper limit of the AIRNET model.

2.1. Numerical Method (AIRNET)

AIRNET is a method of characteristics based finite difference numerical model developed through extensive research at Heriot-Watt University [12]. By applying the method of characteristics solution to the fundamental St Venant equations of continuity and momentum, AIRNET simulates whole system responses to water flow and air pressure transients in a building drainage system.

Modeling air pressure wave propagation in a bounded conduit is suited to numerical techniques applicable to full bore fluid flow. Previous research [27] has developed the simulation techniques used extensively in this research to evaluate the risk associated with the generation and propagation of air pressure transients resulting from the presence of falling solids in drainage flows in vertical stacks. The program simulates the propagation of low amplitude air pressure transients using the fundamental St. Venant equations of momentum and continuity and by the numerical solution of these equations via the method of characteristics. The method is used to yield air pressure and velocity within a bounded duct system subjected to air pressure transient propagation [12,20].

The basic principles governing the airflow and air pressure regime in a building drainage system are defined in Figure 1. As water enters the stack from a branch and enters
as an annular flow, an airflow is entrained into the network and leads to a suction pressure in the vertical stack. Pressure drops are experienced at the upper termination of the stack due to separation losses as the airflow passes through an AAV or open end. Frictional losses in the dry stack lead to a further pressure drop and can be calculated from an application of D’Arcy’s equation. A further pressure drop is evident as the entrained airflow passes through the unsteady water curtain found at the discharging branch. Figure 1 shows the positive pressure at the base of the stack as the airflow is forced through the water curtain formed at the bend at the base of the stack. These pressure losses in the stack may be combined as shown in Equation (2):

\[ \Delta p_{\text{total}} = \Delta p_{\text{entry}} + \Delta p_{\text{dry, pipe friction}} + \Delta p_{\text{branch junction}} + \Delta p_{\text{back pressure}} \]  

(2)

The "motive force" to entrain this airflow and compensate for these "pressure losses" is derived from the shear force between the annular terminal velocity water layer and the air in the wet portion of the stack. This can be considered as a "negative" friction factor, which generates an equal pressure rise—the equivalent to a fan characteristic drawing air through the stack. Ongoing research has identified the form and relationships governing this shear force representation and allows the prediction of the transient response of the stack network to variations in applied water downflows.

Of particular relevance is a more detailed investigation of the water annulus by particle imaging velocimetry [28], which arose as a result of the anecdotal observations of other workers of the persistent presence of water in the annular air core. Even at the time of these investigations almost two decades ago, it was clear that the isolation of unique terms to describe these factors in a way that could be used as a framework for inclusion in future design guide upgrades was required: a need that is now pressing.

The method of characteristics provides a flexible mathematical model, which can deal well with the representation of pressure transients in complex pipe and duct networks, and has become the standard solution technique applied to their analysis throughout the field [10,29].

The progression of calculations through the system can be represented by a two-dimensional grid, representing time, \( t \) and distance, \( x \). The conditions at one point in the grid are based on the conditions at adjacent nodes upstream and downstream, one time step in the past and require a definition of the characteristic slope as a basis for calculation. From the grid in Figure 2, R and S represent points where conditions are known by interpolation between A, C, and B. The characteristic lines between R and P and S and P represent equations used to calculate the condition at point P. The line of communication formed by the characteristic slopes allows information regarding air velocity and wave speed and hence the pressure to be propagated throughout the network.

![Figure 2. Grid showing characteristic lines as utilized in the method of characteristics approach to air pressure transient modeling.](image)
The characteristic slopes, PR, PS, are given by \( 1/u+c \). If the velocity of the fluid is much less than the wave speed, then \( u \ll c \) and the variation in the slope of the characteristic line may be assumed negligible, and AR and BS are two points, removing the need to interpolate for conditions at R and S.

The basic equations of transient propagation, the St. Venant equations of momentum and continuity, may be shown to be a pair of quasilinear hyperbolic partial differential equations that may be transformed into a pair of total derivative equations, via the method of characteristics, which can be solved by a finite difference scheme.

The transformation of the St. Venant equations of continuity and momentum into the total derivatives required by the method of characteristics has been shown to be:

For \( C^+ \), line PR is defined by Equation (3):

\[
 u_P - u_R + \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} (c_P - c_R) + 4f_R u_R |u_R| \frac{\Delta t}{2D} = 0 
\]  

when (Equation (4)):

\[
 \frac{dx}{dt} = u + c 
\]

and for \( C^- \) line PS is defined in Equation (5):

\[
 u_P - u_S - \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} (c_P - c_S) + 4f_S u_S |u_S| \frac{\Delta t}{2D} = 0 
\]

when (Equation (6)):

\[
 \frac{dx}{dt} = u - c 
\]

In the case of a building drainage system, \( f_S \) and \( f_R \) are functions of time, location and annular water downflow and hence act as drivers in the simulation by generating the entrained airflow within the wet stack or as determinants of the frictional losses in the dry stack. The expression in Equation (7) is known as the Courant criterion and must be adhered to to ensure stability:

\[
 \frac{dx}{dt} = u \pm c 
\]

The definitions in Equations (3) and (5) may be reduced such that the resultant expressions are based around two simultaneous first-order equations linking wave speed and flow velocity. For the \( C^+ \) characteristic, the relationship is defined in Equation (8):

\[
 u_P = K1 - K2c_P 
\]

and for the \( C^- \) characteristic, the relationship is defined by Equation (9):

\[
 u_P = K3 + K4c_P 
\]

where \( K1-4 \) are defined in Equations (10)–(12):

\[
 K1 = u_R + \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} c_R - 4f_R u_R |u_R| \frac{\Delta t}{2D} 
\]

\[
 K2 = K4 = \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} 
\]

\[
 K3 = u_S - \left( \frac{2}{\gamma - 1} \right) c_S - 4f_S u_S |u_S| \frac{\Delta t}{2D} 
\]
The pressure can then be calculated from the gas laws using the expression in Equation (13):

$$P_p = \left[ \left( \frac{P_o}{P_0} \right) \left( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{\gamma - 1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The time steps between calculations are critical and depend upon the Courant criterion, as defined in Equation (14):

$$\Delta t \leq \frac{\Delta x}{(u + c)_{\text{max}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Although the time step will vary with wave speed, the variations will be minimal, dependent only on variations in air pressure—itself minimal. For the simulation to begin, conditions throughout the network at time zero must first be defined. For the analysis to progress, theoretical or empirical relationships describing the physical conditions at system boundaries are required. The use of such equations, commonly referred to as boundary conditions, allows the continuation of the model into subsequent time steps. Common boundary conditions within the building drainage system include; pipe junctions, water-trap seals, open terminations, and air admittance valves, see Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** Boundary conditions and available characteristics for a typical building drainage system.

### 2.2. System Configurations

To examine the effect of different design approaches on the performance of building drainage systems, numerical simulations were prepared based on four of the main system configurations outlined in the UK’s current design guide (BS EN 12056-2:2000). These include: (i) the single-stack system; (ii) the modified one-pipe system; (iii) the fully-vented system; and (iv) the single-stack system incorporating air admittance valves (AAVs), see Figure 4. The first three systems are referred to as having passive ventilation because, during appliance water discharge, the required airflow enters and moves around the system via the fixed pipework, while the fourth system is referred to as having active ventilation because the required airflow enters the system at the AAV.
Two building heights were used: 36 m (equivalent to a 10 story building) and 72 m (equivalent to a 20 story building). The system configurations were simplified so that pipe branches with active water-trap seals were located only at the bottom, middle, and top of each system. For the 10 story building, these branches were located on floors 2, 6, and 10; and for the 20 story building, the branches were located on floors 4, 12, and 20. The connections at intermittent floors were either designated as closed ends or incorporated into the venting arrangements depending on the system configuration.

Table 1 summarizes the pipe dimensions used in each of the system configuration simulations. Most of the relevant pipes for each system were standardized. The only differences were between the stack pipes and vent pipes for the 10 story and 20 story, increasing from 3 m to 6 m, and 6 m to 12 m, respectively. The only other difference was that the 10 story building was simulated with a 100 mm diameter stack and then a 150 mm diameter stack to look at the effect of stack diameter, while the 20 story building was simulated with a 150 mm diameter stack only.

### Table 1. Pipe lengths and diameters for each system configuration. Values are provided for the 10 story building. Where different for the 20 story building, these are shown in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Element</th>
<th>Pipe Feature</th>
<th>Single Stack</th>
<th>Modified One-Pipe</th>
<th>Fully-Vented</th>
<th>Single Stack with AAVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stack pipes</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>3 m (6 m)</td>
<td>100 mm (150 mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traps</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>0.25 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed ends</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>0.25 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vent pipes</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>6 m (12 m)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross vents</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.25 mm</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch vents</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAV pipes</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 10 story building was simulated with both a 100 mm and 150 mm diameter stack.

In each case, an appliance water discharge flow profile was applied along the height of the stack to simulate the accumulation of flow from adjoining branch flows. Figure 5 shows...
the distribution of inflow for both the 100 mm and 150 mm diameter stacks. The flow increases incrementally towards the base of the stack, simulating a realistic flow scenario until the maximum flow rate for each stack diameter is reached: 5.2 L/s for a 100 mm diameter stack and 12.4 L/s for a 150 mm diameter stack (as recommended in BS EN 12056-2:2000). We have chosen the water profiles given above to represent a maximum flow rate allowed for the pipe dimensions adopted to measure the response of the system to transient flows. The profile is ramped up to the maximum in order to represent a compromise between assessing the response of the system to both steady and unsteady (transient) conditions.

2.3. Model Setup

For each simulation, the numerical model parameters were set as follows: the pipe length step, $dx$, was set to 0.25 m; the time step, $dt$, was set to 0.05 s; and the pipe friction factor, $f$, was set to 0.03. All simulations were set to run for a duration of 10 s.

The water-trap seal depth, as illustrated in Figure 1, was set to 50 mm, which is the minimum permitted in the UK’s current design guide (BS EN 12056-2:2000) and also that

Figure 5. Water discharge flow profile for both the 100 mm and 150 mm stack simulations. The single-stack system is shown in this example; however, these discharge flow profiles apply to each system configuration.
stated in the Australian/New Zealand design guide, and similar to the 2 inches (equivalent to 50.8 mm) recommended by the UPC and IPC in the United States.

3. Results and Discussion

The operational performance of each system configuration and building height was simulated using AIRNET. This enabled an accurate assessment and comparison of systems designed to the UK’s current design guide (BS EN 12056-2:2000) to be made.

An important parameter of assessment was the response of the system’s water-trap seals during the maximum permitted appliance water discharge flows, as this provided a measure of the system’s ability to retain its integrity and safeguard the building against the cross-transmission of foul air from within the system. The additional parameters of the stack pressure profile and system airflows (which both have an effect on the water-trap seal response) were also assessed.

3.1. System Configuration (Passive vs. Active)

The impact of system configuration on operational performance is illustrated in Figure 6, which compares the water-trap seal fluctuations during appliance wastewater discharge for the 10 story single-stack, fully-vented, and single-stack with AAVs (each with a 100 mm stack diameter). For each system, the response of the water-trap seals located at the bottom (btm), middle (mid), and top of the stack are presented and depict the fluctuations in water seal depth on both the room side and system side of the trap.

![Figure 6. Simulated water-trap seal fluctuations for the 10 story building with 100 mm diameter stack in system configurations: (a) single-stack; (b) fully-vented; and (c) single-stack with air admittance valves (AAVs).](image-url)
The water-trap seal at the bottom of the single-stack system can be seen to be the most affected with initial fluctuations of around 42 mm, which, while beginning to attenuate, continue to fluctuate throughout the 10 s duration of the simulation. The water-trap seal at the middle of that stack has an initial fluctuation of around 41 mm but attenuates more quickly, whereas the trap at the top of the stack has lower fluctuations of around 16 mm. As the appliance water discharge flow is achieved incrementally down the stack height and reaches maximum flow at the bottom of the stack (as shown previously in Figure 5), the traps lower down the stack are, therefore, more affected and, as a result, can be seen to have a lower retained water level (not returning to the 0 mm datum).

The response of the water-trap seals in the fully-vented system is improved, aided by the additional ventilation provided by the ventilation pipework (vent pipes, cross vents, and branch vents). The maximum water-trap seal fluctuations for the bottom, middle, and top trap are 23 mm, 17 mm, and 10 mm, respectively. Each trap does, however, lose some water during the appliance water discharge, having a lower retained water level as a result.

Adding AAVs to the single-stack system reduces the water-trap seal fluctuations in a similar way to the fully-vented system. Where AAVs are located on the water-trap seal branch, such as for the trap at the bottom of the stack (see Figure 4), the resultant fluctuations are reduced to a maximum of just 14 mm. The fluctuations at the middle and top traps (maximums of 19 mm and 28 mm, respectively) are slightly higher than those at the bottom trap as the upper two traps do not have AAVs located on the water-trap seal branch.

The operational performance elements of stack pressure profiles, airflows, and resultant trap retention depths for the 10 story building with a 100 mm diameter stack are shown in Figure 7 for the same three system configurations of single-stack, fully-vented, and single-stack with AAVs. The stack pressure profiles are displayed for four timesteps (1.5 s, 3.0 s, 4.25 s, and 6.0 s) across the simulation test period. The profile can be seen to change during the appliance water discharge (varying from atmospheric pressure before the water discharge begins, to a maximum negative pressure towards the base of the stack during full discharge flow, before then returning to atmospheric pressure once the water discharge has ended). The maximum negative pressure in the single-stack system reaches almost $-40 \text{ mm water gauge (wg)}$ at 4.25 s. This reduces to $-10 \text{ mm wg}$ for the fully-vented system, showing a clear improvement to the operational performance of the system due to the increased ventilation. The stack pressure profile of the single-stack with AAVs is quite different as it shows more pressure fluctuations across the height of the stack due to the operation of the distributed AAVs in permitting localized airflow into the system at the point of need.

The airflow induced by the discharging water flow is also shown in Figure 7. It shows the air in to the system (via the open stack termination for the single-stack and fully-vented system; and via both the open stack termination and system AAVs for the single-stack with AAVs system) and the air out of the system (to the sewer). As each system is subjected to the same discharge water flow, the induced airflow out of the system (air out) is the same in each case. The air in, however, varies depending on the ventilation configuration. The air in for the single-stack and fully-vented system (that from the open stack termination) looks quite similar in terms of airflow and matches closely to the airflow rate of the air out, but the way the air moves within the system varies considerably as the vast majority of the airflow in the single-stack system moves primarily within the stack itself, while for the fully-vented system the moving airflow is divided across the additional ventilation pipework. The biggest difference of the air in can be seen for the single-stack system with AAVs. The air in from the open stack termination is considerably lower than air out, and the make-up air is brought into the system from the connected AAVs (the airflow from one AAV is shown in Figure 7c for illustration).
The airflow produced by the discharging water flow is also shown in Figure 7. It shows the air into the system (via the open stack termination for the single-stack and fully-vented system; and via both the open stack termination and system AAVs for the single-stack with AAVs system) and the air out of the system (to the sewer). As each system is subjected to the same discharge water flow, the induced airflow out of the system (air out) is the same in each case. The air in, however, varies depending on the ventilation configuration. The air in for the single-stack and fully-vented system (that from the open stack termination) looks quite similar in terms of airflow and matches closely to the airflow rate of the air out, but the way the air moves within the system varies considerably as the vast

The final element of operational performance shown in Figure 7 is the important measure of water-trap seal retention depth following the applied water discharge flow. The trap depths for those in the single-stack system are most affected, with traps connected lower down the stack having the lowest depth retention: bottom trap (19 mm retained); middle trap (29 mm retained); and top trap (42 mm retained). This is considerably improved for the fully-vented system: bottom trap (41 mm retained), middle trap (29 mm retained), and top trap (45 mm retained). Inclusion of the AAVs on the single-stack increases trap retention when compared to the single-stack system, with the bottom trap retaining the most amount of water due to the AAVs connected to the branch: bottom trap (43 mm retained); middle trap (41 mm retained); and top trap (36 mm retained). A minimum retained trap seal depth of 25 mm is required (as set out in BS EN 12056-2:2000), and it can be seen that the bottom trap of the single-stack system fails to retain this minimum depth.

3.2. Stack Diameter (100 mm vs. 150 mm)

The consequence of fully loading the 100 mm and 150 mm diameter stacks with the maximum recommended water flow rates is illustrated in Figure 8. As an example, the water-trap seal response for the 10 story single-stack system configuration is compared for both the 100 mm diameter stack (with the maximum water flow rate of 5.2 L/s) and 150 mm diameter stack (with the maximum water flow rate of 12.4 L/s).
The majority of the airflow in the single-stack system moves primarily within the stack itself, while for the fully-vented system the moving airflow is divided across the additional ventilation pipework. The biggest difference of the air in can be seen for the single-stack system with AAVs. The air in from the open stack termination is considerably lower than air out, and the make-up air is brought into the system from the connected AAVs (the airflow from one AAV is shown in Figure 7c for illustration).

The final element of operational performance shown in Figure 7 is the important measure of water-trap seal retention depth following the applied water discharge flow. The trap depths for those in the single-stack system are most affected, with traps connected lower down the stack having the lowest depth retention: bottom trap (19 mm retained); middle trap (29 mm retained); and top trap (42 mm retained). This is considerably improved for the fully-vented system: bottom trap (41 mm retained), middle trap (29 mm retained), and top trap (45 mm retained). Inclusion of the AAVs on the single-stack increases trap retention when compared to the single-stack system, with the bottom trap retaining the most amount of water due to the AAVs connected to the branch: bottom trap (43 mm retained); middle trap (41 mm retained); and top trap (36 mm retained). A minimum retained trap seal depth of 25 mm is required (as set out in BS EN 12056-2:2000), and it can be seen that the bottom trap of the single-stack system fails to retain this minimum depth.

3.2. Stack Diameter (100 mm vs. 150 mm)

The consequence of fully loading the 100 mm and 150 mm diameter stacks with the maximum recommended water flow rates is illustrated in Figure 8. As an example, the water-trap seal response for the 10-story single-stack system configuration is compared for both the 100 mm diameter stack (with the maximum water flow rate of 5.2 L/s) and 150 mm diameter stack (with the maximum water flow rate of 12.4 L/s).

It can be seen that the water-trap seals on the 150 mm stack are subject to a greater number of larger fluctuations over the simulated test duration, most likely due to the increased water discharge flow rate and associated induced airflow. While this results in only slightly larger initial fluctuations: 42 mm, 50 mm, and 20 mm for the bottom, middle, and top traps, respectively compared to that of the 100 mm diameter stack (42 mm, 41 mm, and 16 mm), the 50 mm fluctuation at the middle trap on the 150 mm stack represents a complete drop in water seal depth permitting a momentary breach in system integrity and posing a potential cross-transmission route. It should be noted that the other system configurations performed better than the single-stack comparison used in this example, with no other breaches detected for either the 100 mm or 150 mm stacks for the 10 story building.

Differences can also be seen when comparing the other elements of operational performance, as illustrated in Figure 9. The increase in water flow rate from 5.2 L/s to 12.4 L/s results in an induced airflow three times greater in the 150 mm diameter stack (roughly −120 L/s) than in the 100 mm diameter stack (roughly −40 L/s).

Comparison of the stack pressure profiles show that the maximum negative pressure generated in the 150 mm diameter stack (−20 mm wg) is around half that generated in the 100 mm diameter stack (−40 mm wg). This reduction in pressure is due to the larger central air core within the 150 mm stack.

Due to the differences in water-trap seal fluctuations, as illustrated in Figure 8, there are also differences in water-trap seal retention depths for both stack diameters. The 100 mm stack diameter has water-trap seal retention depths of 19 mm, 29 mm, and 42 mm for the bottom, middle, and top traps, respectively, while those for the 150 mm diameter stack are found to be 29 mm, 24 mm, and 40 mm. While the bottom trap in the 150 mm diameter stack has an improves retention depth (29 mm compared to 19 mm), the middle trap just falls short of the minimum retention depth of 25 mm.
3.3. Building Height (10 Stories vs. 20 Stories)

The effect of building height on a system’s operational performance can be seen by comparing the water-trap seal fluctuations of the single-stack systems for the 10 story building (Figure 8b) with those for the 20 story building (Figure 10) both of which have a 150 mm diameter stack and discharge water flow rate of 12.4 L/s. While for the 10 story building, the bottom and middle traps show large fluctuations, the water seals for those traps in the 20 story building are completely depleted within the first 2 seconds of the simulation. The trap at the top of the 20 story building can be seen to undergo larger fluctuations with an initial fluctuation of 46 mm, compared to 20 mm for the 10 story building.

Figure 10. Simulated water-trap seal fluctuations for the 20 story building as a single-stack system with 150 mm diameter stack.

Figure 11 shows that the maximum negative pressure generated within the single-stack system within the 20 story building drops to $-70$ mm wg, compared to $-20$ mm wg for the 10 story building (see Figure 9b). Due to the full depletion of the bottom and middle traps in the 20 story building, they become routes for air movement both in and out of the system (see Figure 11). Trap retention of the bottom and middle traps can be seen to be 0 mm (creating a full breach in system integrity and routes for potential cross-transmission), while the top trap retains a depth of 27 mm.
Figure 11. Simulated elements of operational performance, including the stack pressure profile, airflow, and resultant trap retention depth for the 20 story building as a single-stack system with a 150 mm diameter stack.

Figure 12 illustrates trap retention for the additional 20 story building system configurations. In each system, there is some loss of trap seal depth. Of particular note is the retention depths of the bottom and middle traps of the modified one-pipe system, which are 19 mm and 23 mm, respectively, which fall below the 25 mm minimum retention levels.

Figure 12. Simulated resultant trap retention depths for the 20 story building with 150 mm diameter stack for (a) modified one-pipe; (b) fully-vented; and (c) single stack with AAVs.

4. Conclusions

This paper has highlighted the important limitations of current design guides when applied to the design of building drainage systems of tall buildings. It has quantified the difference in building drainage system performance between a 10 story and 20 story building of common system configurations (single-stack system, modified one-pipe system, fully-vented system, and single-stack system with AAVs) using 100 mm and 150 mm diameter vertical stacks. The issues highlighted here would be expected to be even greater for buildings greater than 20 stories.

It has been shown that simply extrapolating the system design for tall buildings is not an adequate solution, particularly under unsteady wastewater discharge and heavy-loading conditions and that, even with additional ventilation pipework, water-trap seal retention is reduced, and system integrity is compromised. It should be noted that, if to be used, the vent pipe and cross vents should be at least the same diameter as the main stack (which is not always the case recommended in design guides). In all scenarios, an active approach to ventilation produced the best results, with AAVs providing air at the “point of need” (i.e., the closest to the airflow induction point).

The paper demonstrates the requirement for more research in the area of building drainage system design for tall buildings. Importantly, the required research must be incorporated into national design guides and standards as soon as possible to facilitate the demand for increased public health safety, system efficiency, and design rationale. The most practical way of facilitating this is the numerical simulation of building drainage systems, which enables the operational performance of different building heights and system configurations to be accurately assessed, as long as a suitable means of verification is available.
In light of the exponential growth in the number of tall buildings being constructed globally and the rising dissatisfaction among designers regarding the use of limited and outdated national design guides that do not currently extend to tall buildings, the action is urgently required to produce updated design methodologies in order to deal with the particular difficulties associated with building drainage system designs in tall buildings and ensuring such systems safeguard public health.

The key points from this paper can be summarized as follows:

- There are important limitations of current design guides when applied to the design of building drainage systems of tall buildings;
- Designs based on current codes, which are primarily derived from low/medium rise research, cannot be extrapolated for use in high rise drainage design;
- Vent pipe and cross vents should be at least the same diameter as the main stack (which is not always the case recommended in design guides);
- An active approach to ventilation produced the best results, with AAVs providing air at the “point of need”;
- Action is urgently required to produce updated design methodologies in order to deal with the particular difficulties associated with building drainage system designs in tall buildings and ensuring such systems safeguard public health.
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**Abbreviations**

- **c** Wave propagation speed (m/s)
- **D** Pipe diameter (m)
- **f** Friction factor
- **L** Pipe length (m)
- **P** Wetted perimeter (m)
- **p** Pressure (N/m^2^) or (mm water gauge)
- **t** Time (s)
- **t_p** Pipe period (s)
- **u** Mean airflow velocity (m/s)
- **x** Distance (m)
- **Δt** Time increment (s)
- **Δx** Distance increment (m)
- **ΔP_{total}** Total system pressure losses (N/m^2^) or (mm water gauge)
- **ΔP_{entry}** Pressure losses at entry (N/m^2^) or (mm water gauge)
- **ΔP_{dry_pipefriction}** Pressure losses in dry pipe (N/m^2^) or (mm water gauge)
- **ΔP_{branchjunction}** Pressure losses at junctions (N/m^2^) or (mm water gauge)
- **ΔP_{backpressure}** Pressure losses at stack base (N/m^2^) or (mm water gauge)
- **γ** Ratio of specific heat
- **ρ** Density (kg/m^3^)
Subscripts

\( P, R, S \) \quad \text{nodes in MoC calculation}

Other terms

\( C^+, C^- \) \quad \text{Characteristic slopes}
\( K_1-K_4 \) \quad \text{Constant in characteristic equations based on known parameters}
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